P-51D #44-14017 Note tailhook for carrier arrest tests at Phila. Mustin Field by Navy on loan from USAAF. This AIC later went to NACA Langley.
P.51 (Maybe B) Navy Test
w/ 35mm neg camber flap.
May be #41-34426, at
Roosevelt Field 1946.
Lockheed
XC-35 (One of a kind)
Wright Field A/C Tested
by NACA Langley
Lockheed
XC-35 (one of a kind)
Wright Field AIC Tested
by NACA Langley
DEAR MR. LAYMAN,

ONCE AGAIN, THANK YOU FOR ALL THE ASSISTANCE THAT YOU AND MR. REEDER FURNISHED ON MY RESEARCH ON THE P-80/F-80/T-33.

PLEASE CONVEY MY THANKS TO MR. REEDER.

I APOLOGIZE FOR MY DELAY IN GETTING THE ENCLOSED LOAN MATERIAL. PLEASE RETURN THE NEGATIVES AFTER YOU HAVE MADE PRINTS. HOPE THAT THESE WILL FURTHER ADD TO YOUR P-51 FILES. I HAVE ALSO INCLUDE TWO NEGATIVES ON THE XC-35.

ENCLOSURES ARE

P-51 D 44-14017 NOTE TAIL HOOK, CARRIER ARREST TEST AT PHILADELPHIA MUSTIN FIELD BY U.S. NAVY ON LOAN FROM USAF, A/C LATER WENT TO NACA LANGLEY

P-51 D 57987 NAVY TEST (35 mm NEG) PROBABLY P-51A MAY BE Bu.No. 41-37426, Roosevelt Field 1946

P-51 D 44-4380 NOTE US SERIAL AND "BUZZ" NUMBER, FOREIGN MARKINGS

P-51 H 44-64164

TF-51 D 44-84610 EARLY TWIN SEAT

XC-35 36-353 WRIGHT FIELD A/C TESTED BY NACA LANGLEY


I WILL CONTACT THE LANGLEY LIBRARY FOR LOAN OF ADDITIONAL REPORTS IN THE NEAR FUTURE.

(Continued)
AGAIN, LET ME THANK YOU FOR ALL YOUR HELP. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CALL ME ON FTS-346-3961.

SINCERELY YOURS

Robert Esposito

ROBERT ESPOSITO
409 Orchard Ave.
Somerdale NJ 08083